ANNUAL
COMMUNITY
SURVEY
2021
Every year the Town of Hudson mails
every citizen a community survey and
encourages them to fill it out and return
it. This year, the Town mailed over 600
surveys and received back 82. Here are
the results of that survey. If you have
questions or concerns, please contact
Town Hall.

303.535-9311 | 50 S Beech St. |
info@hudsoncolorado.org | www.hudsoncolorado.org

CENSUS DATA FOR REFERENCE

QUALITY OF SERVICE
In these results, lower numbers mean a better rating!
2017 | 2018 | 2019 | 2020 | 2021
a. Streets
b. Traffic
c. Water & Sewer Utilities/Billing
d. Water Quality
e. Building Permits/Inspection
f. Planning
g. Code Enforcement
h. Animal Control
i. Law Enforcement
j. Municipal Court
k. Parks
l. Community Events
m. Library
n. Storm Drainage
o. Snow Removal
p. Website
q. Newsletter
r. Overall Customer Service

a.1.8
b. 2.7
c. 3.0
d. 2.3
e. 2.3
f. 2.5
g. 2.5
h. 2.9
i. 2.7
j. 2.3
k. 2.4
l. 2.5
m. 2.5
n. 1.4
o. 2.5
p. 2.6
q. 3.1
r. 2.0

a.1.9
b. 2.8
c. 3.0
d. 2.2
e. 2.4
f. 2.5
g. 2.6
h. 3.0
i. 2.6
j. 2.2
k. 2.3
l. 2.4
m. 2.3
n. 1.5
o. 2.6
p. 2.5
q. 2.4
r. 2.1

a. 2.0
b. 2.8
c. 3.3
d. 2.4
e. 2.5
f. 2.7
g. 2.9
h. 3.0
i. 2.7
j. 2.3
k. 2.4
l. 2.6
m. 2.3
n. 1.5
o. 2.6
p. 2.7
q. 2.5
r. 2.2

a. 2.7
b. 3.0
c. 2.3
d. 2.4
e. 2.6
f. 2.8
g. 3.1
h. 2.8
i. 2.3
j. 2.6
k. 2.3
l. 2.5
m. 1.7
n. 2.3
o. 2.6
p. 2.2
q. 2.1
r. 2.2

a. 2.6
b. 3.0
c. 2.4
d. 3.0
e. 2.6
f. 2.8
g. 3.0
h. 3.2
i. 2.3
j. 2.4
k. 2.4
l. 2.5
m. 1.4
n. 2.4
o. 2.8
p. 2.5
q. 2.1
r. 2.3

Comments and Suggestions
Due to construction it’s unfair to rate streets and traffic at this
time.
Enforce leash law. No warnings. Every time a dog gets loose,
fine the owner!
Building permits and inspection is very slow.
Water quality – low water pressure.
Wees, junk cars, dogs, cats running loose, using our yards for
their toilets. Loud music, loud mouth arguing! Speeders running
through neighborhoods, not stopping at “STOP” signs!
Streets – 3-4 18 wheelers daily on Cherry St with two Town
Hall folks on the street. Law enforcement – called 911 and was
connected to Broomfield.
Streets – some streets fair. Parks – could use a nice rubber
surface.
Streets – Hudson hills poor, other areas good. Code
enforcement – weeds overgrown on city property.
Streets – need to finish Hwy. Parks – need shade trees in park.
Code enforcement – still seems to be weed problems. Storm
drainage – east of Elm Street poor for sure.
A lot of change is the last 13 years. Keep up the good work.
Train sucks big time!

On a scale of 1 to 10 (10 being highest) how would you
rate Hudson as a place to live? 7.2
How many years have you lived in Hudson? 17.57
Do you OWN or RENT your home?
OWN 89.9% RENT 10.1%
The quality of life in Hudson:
Getting Better 38% Getting Worse 19% Same 43%
WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE SINGLE BEST
IMPROVEMENT YOU HAVE SEEN IN THE TOWN IN
THE PAST YEAR?

School elementary
“Improvements” are at the cost of “environment.” Small town country
life is what made Hudson a great place to live. You seem to want to
become Denver.
None
New roundabouts
Pressurized water system.
Round-about construction.
Working on getting better internet
The roads, bridge
I-76, HWY 52 interchange
Council meetings on zoom
New library and town hall
Upgrades to the park/pond
I guess the highway 52 project that is supposed to be completed this
fall. I guess the one “round-about” is ok, but still don’t see the need for
the second one.
Hopefully HWY 52/76 when its finished. Another park in the
neighborhood on 1st and Cedar?
52 traffic
The park.
Addition of sidewalks along the streets.
Widening of main st.
Not sure I know of any. Streets suck, cops are nice but don’t seem to
do much more than write tickets. People who try for a building permit
are constantly having issues. Planning is a joke. Water is
OUTRAGEOUS also made my wife sick with diarrhea.
Finishing construction on 52.
Streetscape on Beech.
Don’t think there has been any!
Law enforcement! Thank you!
Road repairs downtown
Highway 52 through town.
Roundabouts!
HWY 52 Construction – good job!
Can’t point out any! Unfortunately….
Only thing we have seen is around the library for more parking.

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE SINGLE BEST
IMPROVEMENT YOU HAVE SEEN IN THE TOWN IN
THE PAST YEAR?
The new roundabouts.
Fixing the road at the railroad crossing.
The main road/roundabout project, hands down. Second best is the
broadband/the WIFI setup.
Hoping roundabouts will be a good improvement.
Work by the highway will improve congestion. The highway an be
difficult to get off during rush hour. 2 lanes will help!
The new paved 52 highway looking pretty good job!!
Improving roads by I76.
The police department. Although they need to patrol 52 and slow
those dang people down coming into town.
Almost completing the construction on the roads.
Roundabouts
N/A
Continued construction over I76
Road work to help traffic flow.
None
The roundabouts have already fixed the I76 intersection.
I76 and Hwy 52 inter.
Some sidewalks ( need to finish them) & paved streets.
I haven’t seen any noticeable improvement over the last year.
The redesign of hwy 52/I76
Hiway improvements at I-76 x Hiway 52
Getting broadband (allo) to come to Hudson.
?
Working on the roads! (traffic)
The whole overpass and street upgrades/roundabout was a huge pain
to work around but it is very nice and needed. It is great to be able to
see a finish and end. We needed it!
Town parks
The road in front of Love’s.
The road at the overpass even though it’s not completed.
All the road construction and bridge.
Streets being worked on.
The road in town and sidewalks on the bridge.
The roads once construction is completed.
52 Bridge project (CDOT). Flags at the park.
Community events

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
IMPROVEMENT FOR THE TOWN TO ACCOMPLISH IN
THE NEXT YEAR?
High speed reliable internet
Rec center with pool for the children.
Waffle house
A pool or recreation center for the kids.
Traffic and side parking going down Beech St. is miserable and
dangerous. Oh! And internet, but that is coming! Yay!
Fixing the reoccurring water issues and stop bullying.
Obviously the road completion. But it be nice to get other roads and
alleys repaired. Let people know when water fails my wife got sick and
once we got the test results from city went to bottled water and
problem solved. What happened with that is criminal in my eyes your
going to hurt people with that mentality.
Better police force presence
Fiber
Better water quality.
Internet upgrade- really looking forward to this.
Extend lower speed limit further east of town. Lower crime rates. Code
enforcement for junk, weeds and junk cars. Animal control.
Deferring crime, improving road/street maintenance.
Sidewalks and bike paths for EVERYONE in town limits.
Memorial Park improvement for our kids & families.
Street repairs
Remove train or do something for the train to go in a different route.
Bigger grocery store
Finish parks
Build tennis court/basketball court
Code enforcement of weeds on peoples property, too many vehicles
of property. Town needs to do a better job of cutting grass & weeds
where they need to.
None
Better showing of police around town they don’t have a very good
reputation. They are never around when you need them!
Finish up the Hy. Fix the water pipes so there is possibility of sewage
leaks.
Remove tweekers. Sorry not sorry.
Patching our roads
Finish road construction.
Content so far.
Finish the highway 52/roundabout project.
Bike trails in town.
Repair roads in Hudson Hills.
A park or nice space around library and town hall. Two great buildings
but not enough outside space.
Finish the road work, work on RR tracks – code enforcement weeds
and trash!
Resurface highway 52 from the railroad tracks east!
Public safety. Less theft and crime problem houses. Animal control/
loose dogs!
1. Improve quality of water. 2. Implement an actual snow removal plan
for streets.
Water pressure.
Fiber internet…excited for to come soon. Would love to see our water
pressure increase.
Side walk on 52 by the old fire house connecting to the new round a
bouts.

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
IMPROVEMENT FOR THE TOWN TO ACCOMPLISH IN
THE NEXT YEAR?
Clean up all the trash yards, get rid of weeds town hall and parks
(spray for thistle)
Redo street around west and north sides of Pepperpod restaurant.
Finish roundabouts and lights. More restaurants and fast food.
Clean up! Too many cehicles that sit in one place and never move.
Too many R/V and campers sitting around! I thought I lived in a
residential not a campground. Eliminate semi tractors/tractor trailers/
heavy service trucks/ hot shot heavy pickup trailer combos in city
limits! These vehicles break city weight limits. What gives? Again, I
thought I had property that was zoned in a residential area. There is a
truck stop in Hudson. There is other truck parking other than
residential!
Walking trails would be better than a unneeded dog park. If the town
thinks it needs a dog park. If the town thinks it needs a dog park put it
in the asphalt lot where the unused community garden box is.
Walk paths. Can’t get from Holly to the park without having to cross
52. With dogs. Nearly impossible.
Better code enforcement to control weeds and violations of laws now
on the books.
Clean out the cat feces from the sand volleyball court and/or address
the local stray cat population. Health concerns mainly for children
(parasites: fecal – oral) pregnant women (toxoplasmosis)
N/A
?
Fixing road 47 entering to HWY 52. Holes road and ditches always
flood in summer.
Law enforcement
ad 47 entering to HWY 52. Holes road and ditches always flood in
summer.
Lower water bill and permit costs. Or get better drinking water.
Network infrastructure. Get larger internet companies out here. Have
mail carriers deliver to houses instead of PO boxes. Somehow make
trains follow a schedule or build another way to I76 in the event of
train blocking Main St.
You need to make sure the snow is plowed on the west side of
Evergreen instead of east side. The west side is in town ad the east is
not. Everytime you plow you block my car in and the east side is clear.
I live at 557 Evergreen and this makes me angry as I am alone and
cannot shovel the street out.
The construction to be finished…
Relax & enjoy what we have!
Fill the big low spot in the right of way/parking area in front of 338 Ash
St. Get your lazy ass out of the pickup and physically check the depth
and width of the low area left by sidewalk contractor.
Railroad track bumps
Construction over I76
Bring a Walmart in town.
Stopping speeders from our neighborhoods, putting more stop signs.
Having police patrol more.
Get rid of parking on Beech St. Schools communication with the town
and parents. Reduce the amount of time the train blocks Highway 52.
Water pressure problem and streets
Weed control, animal control
People in “old town” need driveways and stop parking in the streets.
Beech St is basically a one lane street because of all the street
parking.
Fix streets and continue with broadband implementation.
Highway 52 speeders.
Get new business: fish or chicken.
Street repairs – cracked and broken streets and sidewalks. Nothing
being spent on infrastructure.

COMPLETE THIS SENTENCE: “IN TEN YEARS A
SUCCESSFUL HUDSON WILL BE A PLACE WHERE…”
No drugs, no stolen cars, no more growth, emergency health care
You won’t be aware that you aren’t in Denver anymore. Sadly.
Good neighbors, clean prosperous downtown, great infrastructure,
place to raise children
Won’t be here.
You and your family could enjoy outdoor/indoor activities such as a
splash pad, child center/daycare!
I can enjoy the park to its fullest. Where I can do all my shopping in
town. Where I can feel safe.
A small town can still be found
People are proud to live and raise families safer from harm and
environments.
A recreation center exists.
Hudson is safe and a clean town to live in.
You don’t have to commute an hour to get a good paying job. With
shopping closer to town. You can take a walk and feel safe, without all
of the dogs barking at you and chasing you up your driveway. More
trees and walking paths. A more diverse community with more
recreation options.
We will still have the “small town” feel and look.
People who don’t want to live in a large city can live here and have all
the necessities of a large city.
There is a safe and supportive community that is always up to date,
communicates effectively, and is a unifying neighborhood.
We have a clinic, auto parts, and a DMV.
There is a community rec center.
THAT THERE IS STILL NOT STOPLIGHT. NO STOPLIGHT!!!
This is for the younger people to answer. I’m already 76!
People will be proud to call home. Have a few more businesses to help
the economy.
Clean air, water and a safe town.
The Town has attractions to visitors instead of a fillup on the way to
Denver.
Walking trails, outdoor entertainment and/or eating.
I can raise a family and know they are safe!
Everyone took pride in their property and yards were kept nice.
Department store e.g. Target, Grocery store, whole foods.
The Town Council is engaged in a positive manner by showing up to
events, asking questions, thoroughly reading materials and not
spreading rumors, misinformation, and unnecessary drama.

COMPLETE THIS SENTENCE: “IN TEN YEARS A
SUCCESSFUL HUDSON WILL BE A PLACE WHERE…”
Population stay stagnant.
I can shop and go to the doctor and get prescriptions.
Not to live. Growing too fast. To many people.
There is public safety. Patrolling in the streets is good to maintain an
orderly city.
People want to live.
The Hudson charm of a clean healthy place + still available.
There are more businesses.
Same as now.
A town that has community pride!
Crime rate is lower, schools are better & the community is better than
in the big city.
We have less crime/car thefts/burglary
You can live without excess noise – motorcycles mostly.
It is clean and organized. No campground/ truck stop looking
residential area.
Not sure because I know the rail road is taking over so will be even
busier and noisier.
Your mail is delivered to your own mailbox.
A modern small town.
I won’t be.
We can live in peace!! God Bless US and the whole world! Amen.
Less train traffic more quiet living.
That still has the small town feel without an overzealous, rude Town
planner and town clerk.
We can eat something other than pepper pod, Subway, or Carl’s Jr.
I am not sure I will be here.
Everyone pays lower property taxes. Town of Hudson no longer feels
compelled to know everything about the people.
Can live safe and free
People can continue to walk/live safely
We will not worry about the quality of our water. We will have a bigger
more efficient post office. We can do as we please with in reason
without receiving a fine from code enforcement.
n/a
we are safe and crime is to a minimum! People take pride in their
properties!
We have more businesses and services. I try to purchase locally but
the local convenience and grocery store are extremely limited in what
they sell.
There will be no growth because water is too expensive, people not
cutting weeds and junk cars makes Hudson undesirable.

Do you know curbside recycling is available in
Hudson?
Yes 87.5% No 12.5%
The Town spends roughly $1,500 per month to
subsidize recycling. Would you like the Town to
continue to subsidize the recycling program?
Yes 71.6% No 28.4%
Waste Management is the trash collection provider for
the Town. What is your opinion of their performance?
Excellent 31.7% Good 43.9% Fair 18.3% Poor 2.4%
No Opinion 3.7%
Would you prefer that billing from Waste Management
for trash service stay monthly or switch to quarterly?
Monthly 70.3% Quarterly 29.7%
Over the past year, crime in Hudson has gotten:
Better 10.3% Worse 52.6% No Change 37.1%
Are you seeing the Police Department out in the
community (on patrol, at events, etc.?)
Yes 76.3% No 23.7%
In the past year, have you reported a crime to the
Police Department? Yes 29.1% No 70.9%

WHAT SUGGESTIONS WOULD YOU HAVE FOR THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT TO IMPROVE ITS SERVICES TO
THE COMMUNITY?
Slow down traffic on Beech St speed limit is 25 mph not 40 or 50
No opinion
Presence, follow-up, greeting residents, fairness, judgmental
More night patrol.
Community involvement.
More circulation
Slow down the truck traffic on 52.
No opinion at this time.
Just be a presence. Have a meet and greet so we can get to know who
is on the Dept.
Be more friendly, stop and say hi to resident. Or as least wave/when
one waves to you. There are a few that always look mad.
That is the Chiefs job.
It sounds like the Town needs more police in service.
Patrolling late at night!
Be present and there when they are called. Also they should get to
know the community not just the meth heads!
Not hiring bottom of the barrel officers that shoot first.
Crime has not been a big problem here for us, since we moved here.
Community minded services would probably be a good idea.
Keep up what you are doing 😊
The theft!! Its horrible!
Stop the semi trucks going down Beech St.
Give us a phone # to call.
Just keep being visible and patrolling at night.
Put a night shift on a strong force. As 90% of our crime is at night
between 11PM -6AM. I never see a cop at night. I feel criminals from
other towns know too and we end up w/ high theft, and issues…Go after
known drug deals and users.
24/7 patrol, remain with town boundaries
Continue night patrol, take civil matters seriously, not ignore bullying
and harassment, constant patrol in all areas of town – not just Love’s
and Hudson Hills.
More officers on patrol 24/7 in the neighborhoods.
none
More timely response time.
We think they are doing a great job. Polite and respectful.
Just able to see police randomly 24/7 so criminals don’t know their
routine
Stay in town instead of country and highway!
They’re doing a good job.
They are awesome! Always friendly and helpful.
Animal control. More officers/coverage.
Stay visible. Is there a community outreach program? Perhaps a
program where local police and members of the community can gather
and visit? Maybe a monthly social for everyone to get together and
voice issues, learn from local law enforcement? One huge problem
noticed daily s the high number of children playing out in the streets.

WHAT SUGGESTIONS WOULD YOU HAVE FOR THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT TO IMPROVE ITS SERVICES TO
THE COMMUNITY?
No suggestions.
Keep watching stop sign violaters
Community relations /events. Mental Health education/training. Deescalation training.
Slow traffic down on Beech! Put a speed sign after First going out of
town people it 45! Slow Traffic Down.
Put out more PSA’s on social medial to avoid some of the gossip that
runs rampant.
I would like to see more community support for the police. I think it
would help to get this by including some kind of report in our monthly
paper.
Night patrols.
The police are, generally, doing a good job. They need to crack down
on vehicles with no mufflers. I have heard the same 5 cars in my
neighborhood for the last two years. Also, underage kids on “4
wheelers”
Post the #. Had to call Greeley then they were able to get the # I
needed. I called our police # and it was after hours. Very frustrating
when you really have to get ahold of them.
I don’t really have an opinion. I work odd hours and often come home
between 1-3 AM and usually see an officer or two out patrolling in
their cars and that’s always nice to see for the neighbors who work
late. Keep up the good work.
Put in more effort to observe this community dogs are at large all the
time. People burn trash in barrels. And if you had cared they were the
biggest show in the town…and would not have even seen you pull up.
We did not see you patrolling at all down our street…People are having
things stolen, cars broken into…These are all reasons I left the city to
move to a small community to say I’m disappointed is an
understatement.
I think the police presence is almost too much patrolling buy may be
related to low crime rate.
Have them stop in neighborhoods where kids are playing and talk to
them and ask if they have any questions or problems.
Keep up the good work!
Screen calls and not respond to nuisance call. Perhaps they can
educate the caller then harass the public with response to non-law
breaking incidents.
I’m hoping having a code enforcement officer full time will result in
faster results to violations.
Patrol the park, pond and baseball area after dark and through the
night. There are drug deals going on at the pond. I live across from the
turn in and you can watch the cars come and go and it isn’t hard to
figure out what they are up to. Give some parking tickets on Beech. It
is almost impossible for two cars to pass. That is between 4th and 5th.
Patrolling at night time.
Do we need an armed force?
In my opinion they are doing a good job.
Patrol more for night theft.
Open house/ community event. Anything to allow the residents to get
to know the department and help humanize the officers to the
community.
We need better tools to help the police department. We need radar
speed signs and possibly an app we can communicate that a vehicle
is suspicious and speeding with an on-duty call officer. As of right
now we have Facebook where locals complain and warn each other.
They are doing good but we as a community need to do better.
Be more visible! Maybe a meet and greet! Be available when school
begins to watch traffic on Beech!
Night patrolling! So many cars are broken into at nighttime. And also
enforcing codes for irresponsible dog owners. There are social pit
bulls in old town that are constantly roaming.
Let them know “we” got their back.

How many Hudson sponsored recreation activities or
events have you participated in over the last year?
Zero: 66.3% 1-2: 25% 3-4: 7.5% 5 or more: 1.2%
The Town is looking for ways to improve recreation
opportunities. What should be the top priorities?
(Check up to three)
Youth Sports
17.1%
Adult Sports
4.8%
Parks/Playgrounds 19.0%
Senior Activities 17.1%

Trails
29.5%
Adult Fitness
11.4%
Festivals/Events
21.0%
Open gym at school 1.0%

Build a recreation center
23.8%
Nothing. Don't do any more 6.7%

Do you use social media (Twitter, Facebook, Nextdoor)?
Yes 59.5% No 40.5%
How would you prefer to learn about Town
events/programming/up-coming issues?
Social Media 31.6% Town Website 10.1%
Direct Mail 22.8% Town Newsletter 35.5%
Have you ever attended a Hudson Town Council meeting?
Yes 47.5% No 52.5%
Currently the Town has a Clean-Up Day during the spring and
fall. Would you like to see Clean-Up Day:
Just Spring 1.3% Just Fall 2.5% Both 93.8% Neither 2.4%

AS PART OF THE AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN, THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT HAS ALLOCATED A TOTAL OF $695,484.77 TO
THE TOWN OF HUDSON. HALF ($347,742.39) WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED IN 2021 AND THE OTHER HALF IN 2022. HOW
WOULD YOU SUGGEST THE TOWN USE THE FUNDS?
No opinion
Fix up the water pipes! So the water safe to drink?
Sidewalks along HWY 52. Stock more fish.
Funding beautification and upgrades to street lights. Upgrading road
maintenance for winter snow removal.
Maybe a skating rink for kids or a theater to watch movies in. Solar
power.
Trails and paths. Make town more beautiful!
Street repair, landscaping
Fixing the water problems, hiring more police officers, better
recreation events, more road cleaning, walking trail, recreation center
Either divide it up between residents maybe like the persons share
credit to water bill. Don’t spend on something stupid wasteful. It
should be used to help the homeowner and business in the town.
Prepare and area for park and ride. Would save traffic and pollution in
town area.
Put the dirt roads back and remove all the city elements.
Add bathrooms at the park and by the pond. Clean up the area by the
pond.
Recreation center
For a good portion of it, how about getting started on a combination
recreation/senior center. (NO SWIMMING POOL)
This is amazing! We would love to see a child center and a daycare!!
Lower water bill!! Give to the people wo pay taxes for you to get that
money.
To have a recreation center and move the rail road tracks 😊
Take better care of fishing pond! And parks around town, also the
streets are looking bad it would be nice to do something with the lot
where the town hall was!
Infrastructure, rec center with pool for the children and the seniors
To improve water pressure throughout the whole town.
Youth activities, pool?
A senior/rec center
Pave all the roads in Hudson Hills as previously promised
Invest in year round programs for the community in addition to one-off
and seasonal events.
Maybe after more clean up days help for elderly to clean up their
yards. Community activities, code enforcement, (weeds trash)
Something for kids and teens.
Recreation center/pool. Outdoor pool. Archery range.
Better lighting in certain parts of town.
Please consider school crossing speed bumps and/or stop signs at
the intersection(s) where school zone begins. Speeding endangers
pedestrians on Beech St. especially at the south side of school
(Beech and 2nd st). Thank you.
Road maintenance, managing dirt roads that are directly outside of
town (working with county on this issue). Lots of truck traffic has
destroyed roads and make an unbelievable amount of dust.
Roads, sidewalks, snow removal/plowing, outdoor seating/restaurant.
Sports bar/sports.
Snow removal plan for city and residential streets. Water
improvements. Hold a raffle to raise money for projects and prize
money.
Save it for maintenance problems.

AS PART OF THE AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN, THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT HAS ALLOCATED A TOTAL OF $695,484.77 TO
THE TOWN OF HUDSON. HALF ($347,742.39) WILL BE
DISTRIBUTED IN 2021 AND THE OTHER HALF IN 2022. HOW
WOULD YOU SUGGEST THE TOWN USE THE FUNDS?

1. Safe side walk from I76 to the park. 2. Add a second shelter at the
park.
Traffic signals.
Build a nice playground for the kids with rubber surfacing. A recreation
center would be awesome to! With a pool and gym inside.
Build a decent car wash.
Senior programs. Low income help.
Build something everyone can use and be proud of. Look at some of
the other close towns how nice they look and it does attract people to
want to live here.
Rec center
First responders, infrastructure, start the planning of a medical
facility? Local business support, planning for more local area
shopping?
To fix roads.
More and bigger trees in the park, move truck traffic off 47.
Plant more trees and keep them WATERED. Donate to youth church
organizations – start up one at our schools.
Widen Beech St
Rec center/pool.
Walk paths – a way to get from Holly to the park.
Town maintenance. No free “give aways” to people!
Walking trails
Clean up the cat poop, keep maintaining city streets/roads/ buildings/
etc as is (same budget), improve on the fishing pond – small low
lighting around the sidewalk would be great for nighttime
walkers/runners, marketing for new businesses, or more diverse
businesses, dog park 😊 (with trees and maybe a small water feature
that isn’t a retention pond)
Bike trails, larger park
These funds should be used to clean up the Town. Not a foolish
recreation opportunity. If the town looks trashy – no recreational
opportunity will make it more desirable for the residents.
Street clean up and repair, lower water bill and permits, movie theater,
auto parts. Thanks!
A van for seniors. Trips to doctor, store, or activities.
Safety of the citizens (more street lights) for example!
Build a fitness center, upgrade network infrastructure, build a bridge
for trains.
More police patrols around park, pond and crack down on speeders on
52. Hire a competent Town Clerk and Town Manager. Plan senior
outings and purchase a van to transport them to and from events.
Build a rec center.
Give it back to us.
Road improvement where needed.
Street repairs, drains, sidewalk repairs.
Town maintenance equipment upgrades, office supplies, pay off depts
Build a new post office and possibly a rec center.
1. Recreation center. 2. No parking signs on Beech St. 3. Roads in
Hudson. 4. Weekend family activities. 5. Free lunch for all students.
Fix water pressure problem!! Streets.
Build a bike/walking trail system.
Build rec center. Keep streets clean and continue policing as they are.

IN THE SPACE BELOW PLEASE WRITE YOUR
THOUGHTS ON OTHER ISSUES CONCERNING THE
TOWN THAT WERE NOT COVERED IN THE SURVEY.
2 dogs per household limit, 4 dogs in one yard is not good, vehicles
with expired or no license plates, seems to be a lot of traffic in certain
alleys?
Council members need to be held accountable for their behavior and
actions. They also need to listen to members who post suggestions on
social media, because so many cannot attend the council meetings.
Council members are acting like a popularity contest and being rude
to town members.
Hudson was a nice little quiet country Town. Slowly but surely, it’s
becoming a noisy crowded city. Good your bureaucratic cash grabs.
Not good for quality of life.
Why doesn’t town officials go door-door talk to the people?? I fee like
you know the problems but do nothing to resolve issues, act like big
city politics. I’ve tried to 2 years to build a garage and still have yet to
get a permit. I’ve been to office 8 times only to be given more bullshit
excuses. NEW residents shouldn’t have to be held responsible for past
owners issues. Your water about killed my wife!! It took far to long to
report issues.
The parks need some awnings over the playground and get rid of the
bark that animals and humans use for bathrooms and trash. Maybe use
the mats that are at some playground areas make them inviting both of
them.
Code enforcement example: People living in campers in back yards.
Weed control for EVERYONE! Overall, people taking better care of
their yards!
Too much semi truck traffic through town.
Snow removal has gotten better this year.
The train.
1. Several years back, the town had a shredder truck come to the old
town hall area. Can we ever get that to happen again? Maybe, in
conjunction with one of the town clean up days? You could request
small donations to help with expense. Amounts in connection with
how much people have to shred? 2. We have two rather large old style
TVs talking up space in our garage. Does the town know of anyone
who we could at least pay a reasonable amount to take them off our
hands?? 3. SOMETHING FOR THE NEXT SURVEY? Can you add
something to your town survey where people can list their hobby
and/or other interests? This is just to find out if there is enough
interest in ay one thing to possibly check into it further by other means
to get together as a group.
Do something to improve the appearance of town when you get off the
highway. It looks very trashy. It seems the only place council cares
about is Beech St. and that doesn’t always look good either.
Sometimes the weeds are bigger than the shrubs, and dead trees need
removed and replaced!
Overall content with the Town of Hudson this far.

IN THE SPACE BELOW PLEASE WRITE YOUR
THOUGHTS ON OTHER ISSUES CONCERNING THE
TOWN THAT WERE NOT COVERED IN THE SURVEY.
I think you cover all.
I enjoy riding my bike, hiking, and running, but Hudson seems isolated
from other towns. I don’t feel comfortable running, hiking, or riding my
bike along 45-65 mph roads! May we carve out safer roads in and out
of town, specifically to hike, ride, walk or run too and from Hudson?
Also, may we have more events, block parties to encourage
interaction? I feel like a stranger to my neighbors I’d like
encouragement to socialize with my fellow Hudson citizens!
Thank you!
Streets and beginning to degrade IE seal cracks. Fix drainage at 52
each side street.
The traffic on Hwy 52 E of the R.R. tracks is going way over the speed
limit of 25 mph. I suggest a speed limit sign with your speed and the
blinking lights to slow traffic down. This includes semi trucks going
way too fast!!
Street maintenance, lighting upgrades, rec center
Great law enforcement
Next road project get professional flaggers. During roundabout they
were awful. Back-up terrible, confusion on flaggers part.
Sweep streets once a month, weed control, animal control, better
newsletter, not all has computers, add better grocery store.
Parking/traffic on Beech
We need more places to eat. Always have to drive to Brighton.
Protecting our water supply. All new development should provide their
plan for a new source!
More Town news in the Lost Creek paper!!
Please slow traffic down! There will be someone hurt if the traffic is
not slowed down! Beech is not 45 on the way out of Town.
I am not interested in subsidizing a recycle program. If I want to
recycle, I will pay for it myself. Take the $1500.00 per month and
subsidize residents with a reduction on water costs. Or use this
amount to clean-up and maintain the alleys.
Looking at other small towns, traffic tickets pay for things. Not
everyones speeding there’s stop signs and such. And water recreation
doesn’t have to be a water park like Brighton. I once saw a concrete
slab the size of a tennis court in a park water shot out of strategically
placed wholes. Kids had a blast.
Too much truck/commercial vehicle traffic. Keep on top of the water
issues. Rumors of more housing development. Where is the water
going to be supplied for that. Are they going to take some Hudson
water allocations? Rumors…I understand how those work. Just bringing
up a topic. Traffic and parking! Made streets too narrow with the newer
additions of curbing. Street lights being out. Terrible driving on the
streets. Running stop signs and high rates of speed. I believe I
witnessed street racing a few nights ago. Where are the police?

IN THE SPACE BELOW PLEASE WRITE YOUR
THOUGHTS ON OTHER ISSUES CONCERNING THE
TOWN THAT WERE NOT COVERED IN THE SURVEY.
Overall most things are going well. I like seeing the improvements to
the roads. When I have been able to get to the pond, really enjoyed
that walk. Thanks.
In my opinion – I moved to Hudson because it was a nice mall Town
with very little traffic, good and friendly people. That was in 1995. If
you look around now, from my point of view you are trying to make us
a big city with people, growth, and way more traffic etc, etc, etc. So I
would suggest sop trying to make the big deals and just let us enjoy
our small town.
1. No low-cost houses built. If the town allows this, it hurts the value of
my property. 2. I want fewer section 8 houses for same reason.
Nah, this felt pretty inclusive)
Dogs or pets at large can’t go out dogs at large everywhere.
We need some healthy options for residents whether it be food or
fitness.
Keep Hudson as Hudson. Growth and development are not always a
good thing. Infrastructure updates and improvements are always
necessary, but lets not add unnecessary projects and developments
that will need long term investments. Overall great place to live.
DOT regulations/officers to help check on the construction trucks and
other big trucks near town. Beech St is not wide enough for two lanes
of traffic as well as parking. No dog park near houses – put the dog
park near the lake/pond!!
I am very concerned about the water quality and lack of town giving
citizens a timely notice of water problems! The most recent notice
was several months old before we were notified of problems.
Heard many negative things about the location of the new dog park.
Wish the location would be moved and not directly behind houses in
Hudson Hills. Especially when Hudson Hills is only allowed to have
split rain perimeter fences.
I have none.
Stay away from any green new deal programs. Stay independent from
state and federal government.
Need new council member that have the time to do their homework on
the issues that are of a concern to the citizens.
Would like to see surveys in both English and Spanish. My parents
always have me translate things for them. Also in the winter snow is
gathered in such a way that creates more problems because clumps
of ice are created making a bigger mess.
May want to publish the do’s and don’ts of the roundabouts. I had a
complaint on my weeds sent to my neighbor- RUDE. Why can
someone not come to the door and talk to us. The rain, illness kept me
from getting my weeds sprayed and cut down. Perhaps not be so
uncaring and be more personable about doing things. This is turning
Hudson into a ‘big city,’ but its not. We love small town America. Help
us keep it that way. Its why we all live here!
1. The town is starting to get too big (as in thinking it is
Denver/Boulder) and that the town government is not the boss the
people are. Some employees been rude and insulting. Some of the
board has forgotten what Hudson is and who they work for. 2. Been
several times in the past year the town is wasting money or have
thought about it. 3. Why can’t people comment on town post on
facebook. Website is out of date in some areas, names links. Also very
slow on updating it with info.

THANK YOU FOR
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in the 2021 annual community survey.
For more results from past surveys, go to
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